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A pronominal element can mediate the relationship between the subject and the 
(apparent) predicate:

(1)-dani               hu                 xaver           tov             Seli          (Doron 1983)
      Danny.masc  PRON.mas  friend.masc good.masc mine     (Hebrew)
    “Danny is a good friend of mine”

(2)-ʔal-malik-u        huwa          Zayd-un                                    (Standard Arabic, SA)
      the-king-NOM   PRON        Zayd-NOM
     “The king is Zayd.”

PRON is semitic languages : basic empirical facts



Predication can be mediated by a null copula -- in this case it is considered to be a 
present tense copula. (for different positions on this point, see references cited in Benmamoun 200, P.159) 
 
(3)-    ir-raggil  da     waziir                                                       (Jelinek 1981) 
          the-man  that minister                                                    (Egyptian Arabic)

“that man is a minister” 

(4)- a-ttalib-u                 marid-un                                             (Fassi Fehri 1993)
        the-student.nom  ill.nom                                                  (SA)
      “The student is ill”

(5)-  smulik     rofe      / xaver Seli/ al ha-gag                          (Shirtz 2014)
        Shmulik   doctor/ friend my / on the-roof                         (Hebrew)

“Shmulik is a doctor/ my friend/ on the roof.”

Verbal Copula : Present vs. Past/Future Tense



Past and Future verbal copulas are available in Arabic (6) (and its varieties) as 
in Hebrew (7). 

 (6)- kaan/sa-yakun                 a-ttalib-u                marid-un             (Fassi Fehri 1993)
        was.3.m.s/will-be.3.m.s  the-student.nom     ill.nom                (SA)

“The student was/ will be ill”

(7)- Pnina   hayta           / tihiye            b- a- bayit.                           (Melnik 2018)
       Pnina   be.pst.3.f.s   will.be.3sf     in- the- house                       (Hebrew)

”Pnina was/will be in the house.”

Verbal Copula : Present vs. Past/Future Tense



Hebrew: 
In predicational structures PRON can be omitted (8), in equative 
sentences it is obligatory (9).  (Doron 1983, Shirtz 2014 among others).

(8-)Smulik  (hu)       rofe/xaver Seli/al ha-gag         (Shirtz 2014)
     Shmulik PRON  doctor/friend my/on the-roof

“Shmulik is a doctor/ my friend/ on the roof.”

(9)- Smulik *(hu)      mar Svarc                             (Shirtz 2014)
       Shmulik PRON Mr. Shwartz
      “Shmulik is Mr. Shwartz.”

Pronominal Copula: PRON



Arabic : 
In predicational structures PRON is considered to be unavailable 
(10), but in equative sentences it is obligatory (11), as is the case in 
Hebrew. (Fassi fehri 2012, Choueiri 2016, Alharbi 2017).

(10)-Zayd-un      (*huwa)      tˤaalib-un                              (Alharbi 2017)
        Zayd-NOM   PRON       student.Masc.Sg-NOM         (SA)

“Zayd is a student.”

(11)-Michel Chalhoub *(huwa) Omar-u ʃ-ʃariif                    (Alharbi 2017)
       Michel Chalhoub   PRON  Omar-NOM the-ʃariif         (SA)

“Michel Chalhoub is Omar Asharif.”

Pronominal Copula: PRON



Arabic : 

Yet in Morrocan Arabic (Ouhalla 2013) and Syrian Arabic (SyA) (this 
talk) PRON is available in predicational sentences!

(12)- l-wlad    (huma)         mraD                           (Oualla, 2013: 320)
        the-kids PRON.3.pl    sick.pl                       (Morrocan Arabic)
        ‘The kids were sick.’

(13)- Alī   (hwy)                aqrb     ṣdīq    i-lī.            ( SyA)
        Ali    PRON.3.m.s     best     friend  of-mine

“Ali is my best friend”

Pronominal Copula: PRON



PRON is available (optionally) in the four copular constructions identified 
by Higgins (1979) (14-17).

-Predicational:                                                -Identity (/equatives):                                               
(14)- Ali (?hwy) zaki                                               (16)-m.ali   (hwy)     bader
       Ali     PRON zaki                                                      M.Ali   PRON    Bader                 
       “Ali is intelligent”                                                 “Mr. Ali is Bader”
cf. (13)

-Specificational:                                             -Identificational:
(15)- ʔal-faaʔiz   (hwy)   Zayd                             (17)- haad   l-walad  (hwy)       Zaid
         the-winner PRON  Zayd                                    This     the-boy  PRON      Zaid

“The winner is Zayd”                                            “This boy is Zaid”

PRON and Copula in Syrian Arabic 



(18)- ʿlī   (hūy)     aqrb ṣdīq      i-lī  (predicational)
         Ali PRON best    friend        to-mine

“Ali is my best friend”    

(19) -aqrb   ṣdīq   i-lī          (hūy)      ʿlī  (specificational)
         best    friend to-me     PRON  Ali

“My best friend is Ali”

PRON is obligatory in equative sentences (20) and in inverted structures with definite 
expressions as in (21), where, without PRON, only a phrasal interpretation results.

(20)-Michel Chalhoub *(huwa) Omar-u ʃ-ʃariif               (identity)
       Michel Chalhoub   PRON  Omar-NOM the-ʃariif    (Alharbi 2017)     
“Michel Chalhoub is Omar Asharif.”         (SA)

(21)- al-āstāḏ      *(hwy)  zīd                   (specificational)
        The-teacher PRON Zaid                                        (SyA)
« the teacher is Zaid»  

PRON



A widely accepted generalization is that SA (and its varieties) as well as Hebrew 
do not have an (overt) verbal copula in the present tense. (Fassi Fehri 2012, Choueiri 
2016 among others). 

Syrian Arabic challenges this generalization. It is the only variety of Arabic 
that we know of, so far, that exhibits an overt verbal copula in the  present 
tense. 

(22)- ʿlī    bī-kūn                 afḍl    ṭālb        ʿn-dī                           
         Ali  b e.PRST.3.m.s   best   student  of-mine

  “Ali is my best student” 

Verbal Copula in the Present Tense



Zero Copula

(23)- ʿlī  aqrb     ṣdīq       i-lī  
         Ali best      friend    to-mine   

  “Ali is my best friend”

(24)-  aqrb     ṣdīq      i-lī        ʿlī  
   best      friend   to-me    Ali

 “My best friend is Ali”

(23)-(24) are available in Arabic (see references cited in Benmamoun 2000, P.159).
      The equivalent of (23) exists in Hebrew, but not (24) (Shlonsky 2000).



Context 1

(25)- “ In the teachers’ room, a professor is talking about Ali, his best student; 
another professor enters the room, and hears his colleague talking about a certain 
student called Ali”, then he asks:

Q- meen Ali? 
      Who  Ali?
     “Who ‘is’ Ali?”

Cop vs. PRON/Ø in SyA



Q-  meen Ali? 
      Who   Ali?
      “Who ‘is’ Ali?”

A1-  ʿlī    bī-kūn                 afḍl    ṭālb          ʿn-dī                           
         Ali be.PRST.3.m.s   best   student  of-mine

“Ali is a best student of mine” 

A2-*ʿlī    hwy        afḍl    ṭālb          ʿn-dī
        Ali  PRON    best   student   of-mine

“Ali is a best student of mine” 

A3-* ʿlī    afḍl     ṭālb         ʿn-dī
        Ali   best    student  of-mine

“Ali is a best student of mine” 

 

Cop vs. PRON/Ø in SyA



Context 2: What is Firas for you?

(26)-šū       bī-kn-lak                         frās? 
        what     be.for.you.PRST.3.m.s  Firas ?

A1- frās   bī-kūn                   abn  ẖālt-ī.
       Firas be.PRST.3.m.s      son  aunt-mine
       “Firas is my cousin”  

A2-*frās   hwy      abn  ẖālt-ī.
        Firas PRON  son aunt-mine

A3-*frās     abn ẖālt-ī.
        Firas   son aunt-mine

Cop vs. PRON/Ø



PRON vs. Cop vs. Ø In SyA

(27)-btkūn                 al-bnt      ḏkīẗ           lhīk        aẖd-hā
       be.PRST.3.m.s   the-girl    intelligent this-way married-she. 
 
(28)-hyi       al-bnt    ḏkīẗ           lhīk a  ẖd-hā   
       PRON   the-girl intelligent  this-way married-she.

(29)-al-bnt  ḏkīẗ            lhīk         aẖdhā
       the-girl intelligent this-way married her.

- The sentence with COP is used when the speaker ignores the reason why X asked Y 
to marry her, but, as far as the speaker  knows, the intelligence of  Y (the girl) would 
have attracted him in her.

- The sentence with PRON is used to emphasize the known fact that she is intelligent.
- The sentence with zero copula is used to describe a general known fact where the 

speaker is being neutral. 



Dual Copula in SyA
Dual Copula Pattern 1/2
(30)-ʿlī       hūy      bīkūn                 aqrb          ṣdīq       i-lī
          Ali   PRON  BE.MS3.PREST        best  friend     to-mine.
(31)-aqrb ṣdīq     i-lī          hūy      bīkūn                 ʿlī
       Best friend  to-me     PRON   BE.MS3.PREST   Ali. 

This pattern is not available in SA, nor in Hebrew (33). This pattern is available in Polish.

(32)-Jan   to          jest      mo´j   najlepszy  przyjaciel                       (Citko 2008)
      Jan    PRON   is   my      best      friend                             (Polish)

(33)-*xaver-i     ha   tov  hu        haya /    yhye   Dani.             (Shlonsky and Rizzi 2018)
friend-my   the  good PRON.ms was  /    will be  Dani             (Hebrew)



Dual Copula in SyA
Dual Copula Pattern 2/2

(34)-ʿlī   bīkūn                 hwy   aqrb   ṣdīq    i-lī
        Ali be.prest.3.m.s   PRON  best   friend   to-me. 

(35)- aqrb  ṣdīq      i-lī     bīkūn            hwy   ʿlī
         Best  friend   to-me   be.prest.3.m.s     PRON     Ali. 

Not available in Polish: 
(36)-* Warszawa  jest  to          stolica     Polski.
          Warsaw      is     PRON   capital     Poland

   “Warsaw is the capital of Poland.”



10 Patterns of Copular Sentences in SyA
I. ‘Zero’ Pattern IV.Dual Pattern

a. X Ø Predicate                         a. X PRON COP Predicate
b. Predicate Ø X                       b. Predicate PRON COP X

                                                       c. X COP PRON Predicate
II. PRON Pattern             d. Predicate COP PRON X

a. X PRON Predicate
b. Predicate PRON X

III. COP Pattern

a. X COP Predicate
b. Predicate COP X



Agreement Asymmetry with PRON in Specificational Sentences  
In the canonical form (37a, b), PRON has to agree with the subject:

(37) a. iẖt-k                    h-yi              (āl-ṭrf)             al-mḏnb
       sister-your.fem  PRON.fem    (the-side.masc)  the-culprit.masc

    “your sister is the culprit.”

b. *iẖt-k                   h-wy              al-mḏnb
        sister-your.fem  PRON.masc   the-culprit.masc 

But in the inversed form, PRON can agree with either of the constituents.

 (38) a. al-mḏnb                *(h-wy)             iẖt-k
           the-culprit.masc     PRON.masc  sister-your.fem

     “The culprit is your sister.”
(38b)-? āl-mḏnb               *(h-yi)          iẖt-k          (4/10 speakers did not accept this sentence!)
      the-culprit.masc      PRON.fem   sister-your.fem
    “The culprit is your sister.”



Agreement Asymmetry with PRON in Specificational Sentences  
(37b) vs (38b) reveals another asymmetry : with a plural subject in the inverse form, 
PRON can ‘naturally’ agree with either of the constituents, which is not the case with a 
singular subject.

(37b)-? āl-mḏnb              *(h-yi)             iẖt-k                   (4/10 speakers did not accept this sentence!)
     the-culprit.masc     PRON.fem  sister-your.fem

   “The culprit is your sister.”

with a plural subject :
(38a)-  al-mšklh               *(h-yi)             ahl-k
      the-problem.fem        PRON.fem   parents.your

   “The problem is your parents.”
 
(39b)-   al-mšklẗ      *(h-nī)        ahl-k                      (10/10 speakers accepted this sentence!)
       the-problem   PRON.plural  parents.your.plural

    “The problem are your parents.”
 





Specificational sentences



A sentence S unmasks a concept K when                        context of use

1. the common ground does not establish what the value of K is (and attention is on this 
issue) 

There are worlds w, w’ in CG such that K(w) ≠ K(w’)

Specificational sentences



A sentence S unmasks a concept K when                        context of use

                                                                                                              semantics

1. the common ground does not establish what the value of K is (and attention is on this 
issue) 

2. the sentence serves to establish what the value of K is …

For some x, [[ S ]] = λw. K(w) = x.

Specificational sentences



               

[The tarts are gone! I know who stole them, you don’t.]

 Ali stole the tarts.     (S)

K :  λw. the (maximal) individual who stole the tarts in w

[[ S ]] :  λw. K(w) = Ali

S unmasks K.

Specificational sentences



A sentence S unmasks a concept K when                        

                                                                                                              

1. the common ground does not establish what the value of K is (and attention is on this 
issue) 

2. the sentence serves to establish what the value of K is, or at least narrow down the 
routes to resolving this issue

Specificational sentences



               

[The tarts are gone! ...

And, by the way, we haven’t established just who the Queen of Hearts is.]

 The Queen of Hearts stole the tarts.     (S)

K :  λw. the (maximal) individual who stole the tarts in w

[[ S ]] :  λw. K(w) = the Queen of Hearts in w

S unmasks K (a bit): we can now narrow down our search by addressing the 

         issue of who exactly the Queen of Hearts is. 

Specificational sentences



               

[Background: We know that the murder was committed either by the person who 
entered the house at night on Saturday or by the person who entered the house 
on Sunday. There are only two candidates for either of these, and they are the 
same: John (the butler) and Mary (the maid). Sherlock Holmes comes back from 
the scene of the crime and says, “I’ve realized something…”]

   It was the person who entered the house on Saturday who committed the murder.   (S)  

K :  λw. the murderer in w

[[ S ]] :  λw. K(w) = the person in w who entered on Saturday

S unmasks K (a bit): the issue of who entered on Sunday is no longer relevant. 

Specificational sentences



A sentence S unmasks a concept K when                        

                                                                                                              

1. the common ground does not establish what the value of K is (and attention is on this 
issue) 

2. the sentence serves to establish what the value of K is, or at least narrow down the 
routes to resolving this issue

For some K’, [[ S ]] = λw. K(w) = K’(w)

where K’ belongs to a salient set of concepts no two members of which systematically 
coincide on all worlds of the common ground

-- for example: { λw. the Queen of Hearts in w, λw.the Queen of Spades in w, ... }

     { λw. the Saturday intruder in w, λw. the Sunday intruder in w }

Specificational sentences



Recommended use of the term “specificational”: a sentence is specificational when it 
unmasks a concept.

Recommended use of the term “specificational copular sentence”: a specificational sentence 
where the unmasked concept is given by the expression on one side of the copula.

Ali [or: the Queen of Hearts] is the tart thief.

The tart thief is Ali [or: the Queen of Hearts].

 

Specificational sentences



Recommended use of the term “specificational”: a sentence is specificational when it 
unmasks a concept.

Recommended use of the term “specificational copular sentence”: a specificational sentence 
where the unmasked concept is given by the expression on one side of the copula.

Note that an expression can be coerced into a concept meaning that it is not “born with”. 

 

Specificational sentences



[ The mistaken identity scenario (from Percus & Sharvit 2014): Bill is throwing a party in 
honor of his cousin Sam who has just been awarded his PhD. All the guests know that, but 
they don’t all know Sam (and some of them, like Mary, don’t even know his name).  When 
Jessica arrives, Mary, who is already completely toasted, walks up to her with a big smile.  
“You must be proud to be a doctor now,” she says, “Is your wife coming too?” ] 

Look! Mary thinks that Jessica is Sam!

Look! Mary thinks that SAM is JESsica!

 

Specificational sentences



[ The mistaken identity scenario (from Percus & Sharvit 2014): Bill is throwing a party in 
honor of his cousin Sam who has just been awarded his PhD. All the guests know that, but 
they don’t all know Sam (and some of them, like Mary, don’t even know his name).  When 
Jessica arrives, Mary, who is already completely toasted, walks up to her with a big smile.  
“You must be proud to be a doctor now,” she says, “Is your wife coming too?” ] 

Look! Mary thinks that Jessica is Sam!

Look! Mary thinks that SAM is JESsica!

λw. the guest of honor in w = Jessica

 

Specificational sentences



Cross-linguistically, specificational copular sentences that unmask the concept associated 
with the pre-copular expression* have special properties.

The tart thief is Ali

Mary thinks that SAM is JESsica!

 *The literature tends to reserve the term “specificational” for just these kinds of cases.

Specificational sentences



Cross-linguistically, specificational copular sentences that unmask the concept associated with 
the pre-copular expression have special properties.

Agreement to the right in Italian

La causa della rivolta sono le foto del muro. (Moro)

Necessarily third person subjects in English (?)

Sam: # Mary thinks that I am Jessica!

 (cf. Mary thinks that Jessica is me!)

Specificational sentences



Cross-linguistically, specificational copular sentences that unmask the concept associated with 
the pre-copular expression have special properties.

Agreement to the right in Italian, ...

La causa della rivolta sono le foto del muro. (Moro)

Necessarily third person subjects in English (?)

Sam: # Mary thinks that I am Jessica!

A natural and widely held analysis: The apparent subject is actually a raised “predicate” 
containing the precopular expression.  

Specificational sentences



Cross-linguistically, specificational copular sentences that unmask the concept associated with 
the pre-copular expression have special properties.

Agreement to the right in Italian 

Specificational sentences



Cross-linguistically, specificational copular sentences that unmask the concept associated with 
the pre-copular expression have special properties.

Agreement to the right optionally in Syrian Arabic 

with additional complications

Specificational sentences





Hamida !



Hamida’s birthday !

go to: https://h60b.wordpress.com

https://h60b.wordpress.com

